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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we first derive a discrete Gaussian formula nd then apply the formula to 
two classes of nonlinear (parabolic and hyperbolic) partial difference quations with delays to obtain 
sufficient conditions under which every solution of the two classes of nonlinear partial difference 
equations with delays is oscillatory. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, the oscillation of partial differential equations with delays has been extensively inves- 
tigated (see, for instance, [1-15], etc.). The stability and asymptotics for partial differential 
equations with delays have also been widely approached (see, for example, [16-18] and the au- 
thors' [19], etc.). However, the works on partial difference quations with delays are very few 
in the literature (see [20,21] and the authors' [19,22]), in particular, on the oscillation of partial 
difference quations with delays (see [23]). 
It is well known that the behavior of a differential equation and its discrete analogue can be 
quite different. For example, every solution of the Logistic equation 
is monotonic. But its discrete analogue 
xn+l = m xn (1 - x~) 
has a chaotic solution when m = 4 (see [24]). In addition, the difference on the oscillation of 
delay differential equations and its discrete analogues also exists (see [25]). 
Our aim in this paper is to obtain some sufficient conditions under which every solution of the 
two classes of nonlinear partial difference quations with delays, which will be shown in Sections 3 
and 4, respectively, is oscillatory. 
The Project supported by NSFC. 
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2. D ISCRETE GAUSSIAN FORMULA 
Consider a sequence {urn,n} := {Um~ ..... m,,n} which is defined on ~ x Z+(no), where Z+(no) := 
{n0, n0+l , .  } ,~:={p~l ) , .  ~(1) l {p~l),. ,p (~},andeveryp l j )  Ez :={.  -1 ,0 ,1 ,  . . . .  , FM1J  X . . .  X . .  . . . ,  
• . .} .  
Now we give some definitions for deriving the discrete Gaussian formula. 
DEFINITION 2.1. m is said to be an interior point o f~,  if  m+ 1 := {ml + 1,m2 . . . .  ,ml} U . - .  U 
{ml , . . . ,m l - l ,m~ + 1} and m-  1 := {ml - 1 ,m2, . . . ,m l}  U . . .U  {ml , . . . ,m l_ l ,ml  -- 1} are all 
in f~; f~o, which is composed of all interior points, is said to be an interior of f~. 
DEFINITION 2•2. m is said to be a convex boundary point of f~, if m 6 ~ and at least l points 
of m ± 1 are in f~; m is said to be a concave boundary point, i f  m, m • 1 C ~ but just one of the 
points {ml ± 1 , . . . ,m l  =k 1} is not in ~, where {ml ± 1 , . . . ,mz  ± 1} := {ml + 1 , . . . ,mz  + 1} U 
{ml - 1,m2 + 1, . . .  ,ml + 1} U . . .  U {ml - 1 , . . .  ,ml - 1}; 0f~, which is composed of all (convex 
and concave) boundary points, is said to be a boundary of f~. 
REMARK 2.1. If ~ is a rectangular solid net (one can see any book on the computat ion of partial 
differential equations for the definition), then 0~ is only composed of all convex boundary points. 
DEFINITION 2.3. ~ is said to be convex, if  Of~ is only composed of all convex points. 
REMARK 2.2. If D is a rectangular solid net, then ~2 is convex. 
DEFINITION 2.4. m is said to be an exterior point, i f  it is neither an interior point nor a boundary 
point. 
DEFINITION 2.5. m is said to be an allowable point, i f  at least two points of m =k 1 are in ~. 
DEFINITION 2.6. f~ is said to be a connected net, i f  ~ is only composed o[ all allowable points. 
REMARK 2.3. If f~ is a rectangular solid net, then it is a convex connected solid net. 
We only consider in this paper that  f~ is a convex connected solid net. 
DEFINITION 2.7. I f  m E Of~ is a convex boundary point of f~, we define that the normal 
difference at (re, n) c 0~2 x Z+(no) is ANUm-I,,~ := ~-~ll m±lgf l (AxUm,  n - -  A l ? J 'm- l ,n )  = 
~-~li m+lCn A2um,n' where Z~ 1 and A 2 are, respectively, partial difference operators of order 
one and of order two (see [24] or the authors' [19,22]). 
l We write V 2 a discrete Laplaeian operator, which is defined by V2um_l,n+x := ~-:~i=1 2 A i Um 1 , . . . .  
m~-l,m~-- l.m~+l ..... m~,n+ l , where A~ is a partial difference operator of order two. 
Now we give the discrete Gaussian formula as follows• 
THEOREM 2.1. 
have 
(Discrete Gaussian Formula) Let ~ be a convex connected sofid net. Then we 
V2Um--l,n+l = ~ ANUm- I ,n+I .  (1 )  
rnEf~ m~Of~ 
PROOF. Because a convex connected solid net can be divided into several rectangular solid 
nets, therefore, we can only consider the latter case. Without loss of generality, we let f~ := 
{1 . . . .  , M1} x . . -  x {1 , . . . ,  M~}. In what follows, we give only, for the sake of simplicity, the proof 
in the case of l -- 2. 
Z ~2Um_l ,n+ 1 = 
rnEf~ 
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Z (UMI,m2,n+I -- UMa,rn~,n+l -- Ul,rn2,n+l UO,m2,n+l -}- Um 1,M2+l,n+l + 
rnE~ 
--~tma,M2,n+l -- ~rna,l,nT1 Jr- Urnl,0,nT1) 
Y~ (Alu,~I,-~2,,~+llma=M~ -- AlUma,m~,,~+llm,= 0 + A2Um~,.~:,,~+llm~=M~ 
mEf~ 
-- A2Uml,m2,n+llm2=O ) 
M2 
Z (Al"U'rnl'm2'n+llrnl=M1 -- Al~ml'm2'n+l lm'=O) 
m2~1 
M1 
-~- Z (A2uml'm'~'nTllm2=M2A2?~ml'rn2'nTllm2=O)" 
ml=l 
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Noting that the first term in the above is the sum of the normal differences on both left and 
right boundaries and the second one on both upper and lower boundaries of ~, we have that the 
equality (1) holds and complete the proof. 
3. PARABOLIC  EQUATIONS 
We consider in this section the nonlinear parabolic difference quations of neutral type of the 
form 
) X-~.(~) r A2 u,~,n - ~ rk,,~U,~,n-.k + p.~,,~u,~,n +/__. ~m,,.J~ (Um,,~-~) 
kEK iEI 
qnV2Um-l'n+l + Z 2u (2) = q j ,n~ m- l ,n+l - '~ j ,  
jE J  
fo rmEf l  and nEZ+(n0) ,  
where I := {1 . . . . .  I0}, Y := {1, . . . , J0},  K := {1 . . . . .  K0},f l  is a convex connected net, and 
Z+(no) : :  {n0,no + 1,. . .  }. 
We assume throughout this section that 
(H1) qn E Z+(no) ---* R + and qj,n E J × Z+(no) ---* R+; 
(H2) Pm,n E ~ x Z+(no) ---* R +, p~!n E I × ~ x Z+(no) ---+ R +, Pn := minmen{pm,,~}, and 
min ~ (~) ~ Pi,,~ := mea/Pm, j', for i E I and n E Z+(no); 
(S3) ak E K --* Z+(1),/3i E I --~ Z+(1), and -~j E J --* Z+(1); 
(H4) fi E C(R- - *  R)  are convex, increasing on R +\{0},u f i (u )  > 0 for u ~ 0 and i E I ,  
and f(0) = 0; 
(H5) rk,n E K x Z+(no) --* R + and ~keKrk,n ~_ 1. 
Consider the initial boundary value problem (IBVP)(2) with the homogeneous Rodin boundary 
condition (RBC) 
ANUm_I ,  n "~ gm,nUm,n = O, on 0~ × Z + (no), (3) 
and tile initial condition (IC) 
Um,s = #re,s, for no - T < S < no, (4) 
where T = max{ak, f~i, 7j : k E K, i  E I and j E J} and gm,n E Off x Z+(no) -* R +. 
By a solution of IBVP(2)-(4), we mean a sequence {urn,n} which satisfies equation (2) for 
(re, n) E ~ x Z+(no), satisfies RBC(3) for (m,n)  E Off x Z+(no), and satisfies IC(4) for (re, n) E 
12 x {no - 7 , . . . ,  no}. For the (unique) existence of solutions, one is referred to [22]. 
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Our objective in this section is to present sufficient conditions which imply that every solution 
{urn,n} of IBVP(2)-(4) is oscillatory in~ × Z+(no), in the sense that there exists not an n' E 
Z+(no) such that um,~ > 0 or Umm < 0 for n E Z+(n'). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let hypotheses (H1)-(Hs) hold. Suppose that there exist two constants B, C > 0, 
and an io E I such that fio(U)/U > C for u ~ O, and Pn,P~o,n >- B for n E Z+(no). If 
l imsup f i  Pio,s> C,  (5) 
then every solution {urn,n} of IBVP(2)-(4) is oscillatory in f~ × Z+(no). 
P~OOF. Suppose that it is not the case and {Um,~} is a nonoscillatory solution. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that there exists an nx E ZT(no) such that Um,~ > 0 for n E Z+(n:). 
Hence, um,~-~k, Um,,~-~,, and um,n-~ > 0 for n G Z+(nl + T) := Z+(n2). 
Summing equation (2) over f~, we have 
\mE~ kEK men mE~ iEI mE~ 
qn E V2Um_l,n+l .~ Eq j ,n  E 2 ---- ~ ?~rn-- 1,n+l--%~, 
mE~ jEJ mE~ 
for (m, n) E f~ × Z+(n2). 
(6) 
From (H4), Theorem 2.1 and the Jensen's inequality, it follows that 
E V2Um-l'n+l = E ANUm-I'n+I = -- E gm'n+lUm'n+l <- O, 
mE~ mEO~ mEO~ 
for n E Z+(n2), 
(7) 
E 2U V m--l,nTl--~'j Z ANUm-I 'n'~I-vJ-~- E grn'nTl-~jUm'nTl-~J ~- O, 
mE~ mEa~ mEOfl 
fo r jE J  and nEZ+(n2) ,  
(8) 
E Pm.nUm.n >-- Pn E Um,n = I•[pnvn, for n E Z+(n2), 
men mE~ 
where vn = 1/If/I ~-~mE~ Um,n and I~[ is the number of points in ~, and 
(9) 
1 E Um,n-~) If~],  m,n, ('re,n-,,) --> (Urn,=-,,) --> P" J '  : men 
men men 
fo r /G /  and nEZ+(n2).  
(10) 
Thus, we obtain by (6)-(10) that 
A (vn-- E rk'nVn-ak) + Epi'nf i(vn-~') iGI for n E Z+(n2), (:1) 
where A is the ordinary difference operator. 
Writing that w~ = vn - ~-:~keK rk,nVn--ak, we have by (Hs) and (11) 
Awn<0 and w,~<v~. (12) 
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This follows l imn-.~ Wn = L. We can prove that L > -oo. In fact, if L = -oo,  then v, is 
unbounded. Hence, there exists an n3 E Z+(n2) such that 
Wn3 <0 and vns = max vn. (13) 
n2<n<n3 
It then follows from (Hs) that 
[ 
Wn3 -- 2..., rk,nVn3--ak >-Vn3 [1 
\ kCK kEK  
_> 0, 
which contradicts (13). Hence, L > -oo  and is finite. 
Summing (11) over {n3, n3 + 1 , . . . ,  n}, we obtain 
s=n3 iEI  s=n3 
n 
<--  E Aw~ = wn3 - Wn+l <_ Wn~ - L < oo. 
S~n 3 
Therefore f~o (v,~-Z~o) is summable 
~0.  
From (11) and (12), there exists 
and lim,~--,oo vn = 0 by (H4). It then follows that lim~--,oo wn 
an n4 ~ Z+(n3) such that 
Awn + Ep i ,n f i  (wn-~,) < 0, for n ¢ Z+(n4). (14) 
iEI  
Moreover, 
zx~n + p~o,J~o (~-~,o)  -< o, 
Summing (15) from n - 3io to n, we have 
for some i0 ¢ I and n E Z+(n4). (15) 
n 
Wn+l  - Wn-#'o  "q- E rio (Ws- -#,o ) ,  
8~n--~i 0
for n e Z + (n4). 
Since Awn < 0 and rio (u) is increasing on R + \ {0}, we have 




Ao ".2_. Wn+ l
P~o,s < I 
wn-#~o s=n_#~ ° Wn-~o 
n 
C E P~o,s < 1 
8=n--~i 0
n 1 
l imsup E pio,8 < ~,  
which contradicts (5). This completes the proof. 
m < l .  
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THEOREM 3.2. Let (H1)-(Hs) hold. Suppose that there exist Ci >_ 0 and a B > O, such that 
fi(u)/u >_ Ci for u ¢ 0 and Pio,n >- B, for some io • I. If 
n 
l imsup ~ ~ Cip,,8 > 1, (16) 
n ' - -+  O0 s=n-r iEl 
then every solution oE IBVP(2)-(4) is oscillatory in 12 x Z+(no). 
PROOF. Let {urn,n} be a nonoscillatory solution of IBVP(2)-(4). Without loss of generality, we 
assume that um,~ > 0 for some n5 E Z+(n4). Hence, we have um,~-a~,Um,n-~ and Um,n-~j > O, 
for n E Z+(n5 + T) := Z+(n6). As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we know that (11)-(14) hold. 
Summing (14) from n - ~3 to n, we have 
Wn+l--Wn-13"4-~-~  Pi,sfi(Ws-~') ~-- O' 
iEI s=n--B 
for n • Z + (n6), 
where/~ :-- maxiei{j3i) and n6 is sufficiently large. From (13), we have 
iEI s=n-B 
for n • Z + (n6). 
This follows that 
fi (wn-~) ~ Pi,s -< 1 - wn+----! < 1, for n • Z + (n6) 
iEI Wn-f~ s=n--~ Wn--~ 
and 
~ CiPi,s <_ 1, 
s=n-~ iEI 
which contradicts (16). The proof is thus complete. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let (H1)-(Hs) hold. f f  the difference inequality (11) (respectively, (14)) has 
no ultimately positive solutions, then every solution (urn,n) of lBVP(2)-(4) is oscillatory in f~ x 
Z+(no). 
4. HYPERBOLIC EQUATIONS 
We consider in this section the nonlinear hyperbolic partial difference quations of neutral type 
of the form 
= qn •2 Um_l,nq_ 1..~ ~ qj,n V 2 Um-l,nq-l--rj, 
jEJ 
for (m, n) • f~ x Z + (n0), 
(17) 
with RBC(3) and IC(4). 
We can similarly give the definitions of solutions and oscillation. We omit it. 
We assume in this section that (H1)-(H5) hold, and 
(n6) s,~ • Z+(no) R + \ {0} and oo -~ ~=~o 1/  s~ = oo.  
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THEOREM 4.1. Let (H1)-(H6) hold. Suppose that for any constant A > O, there exists an io 
such that [ ( ) ]  p~o,J~o A 1 -  ~ ~,~-~,o = oo. (is) 
n=no kEK 
Then every solution of IBVP(17), (3), and (4) is oscillatory in ~ x Z+(no). 
PROOF. Let {urn,n} be such a nonoscil latory solution of IBVP(17), (3), and (4) that  um,~ > 0 
for some nl  E Z+(no) and n E Z+(n l ) .  Then we have um,~-~,  u . . . .  Z~, and um,~-~j > 0 
for n E Z+(n l  + ~-) := Z+(n2),  where i E I , j  E J and k E K.  
Summing (17) in both sides of (17) over ~t, we have 
A2 
rnCf~ iEI mE~ 
qn E V2Um_l,n+l + Eq j ,n  E 2 --~ ~ Um-- l ,n+l- -y j :  
mE~ jEJ mEf~ 
for (m, n) E ~ × Z+(n2). As proved in Theorem 3.1, (7)-(10) hold. Therefore, we obtain 
(19) 
Let w~ = v~ + ~kEK rk,nv,~-ak. Then we have 
wn >0 and Wn >_ Vn, for n E Z + (n2). (20) 
From (H2), (H3), and (19), we obtain 
/', (shAw,4 < - ~p~,,~f ,  (v,~_,,) < O, 
iE I  
for n E Z + (n2), (21) 
which means that  {shAwl}  is decreasing. We claim that  
snAw=> 0, for n E Z + (n2). (22) 
Consequently, 
Awn > O, for n E Z + (n2). 
As a matter  of fact, if it is not true, then there exists an n3 E Z+(n2) such that  
(23) 
sn3Awn3 < 0 and snAwn >_ O, for n2 ~ n < n3. 
Using (21), we have 
which follows that  
1 
AWn ~_ --SnaAWna, for n E Z + (n3) ,  
8n 
Wn+l - -  Wns < sn3Awna L 1 
8n 
n~n3 
for n E Z + (n3). 
Then we have w~ < 0 as n --* oo, which contradicts (20). 
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We know from (21) that for some i0 E I, we have 
A (s .Aw. )  + P,o,-f~o (v--~,o) -< O, 
which follows 
From (20), (23), and (25), we have 
Summing (26) from n3 to n and using (23), we have 
for n E Z + (n3), 
for n E Z + (n3). 
for n c Z + (n3).  
kEK 
By (21) and (22), letting in (27) n - -  cx~, we have 
E Pio,tfio Wn~-~io 1 - 
t~n3 
Let A = wn3-~o. Then we have 






which contradicts (18). Thus, this completes the proof. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (H1)-(H6) hold. Suppose that there exists a constant C and some i0 E I 
such that f~o(U)/U >> C for u ¢ O, and there exists a sequence bn E Z+(no) \ {0} such that 
~_, Cb,~+lpio,n 1 - ~ rk,n-~,o - 4bn = c~. (28) 
n=no kEK 
Then every solution of lBVP(17), (3), and (4) is oscillatory in ~ × Z+(no). 
PROOF. As shown in Theorem 4.1, we can prove that (18)-(23) hold. From the hypotheses in 
the theorem and (24), we have 
A (snAwn) + CP~o,n (wn-O,o - E rk,n-OioVn-~h-~io) < 0 for n E Z+ (n3). (29) 
kEK 
From (20), (23), and (29), we obtain 
A (snAWn) + CPio (1-- E rk,n-t~,o ] Wn-~,o <_ 0 for n e Z+ (n3) . (30) 
kEK / 
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Let Zn = bnrnAw~/Wn-~,o. Then we have from (23), (29), and (30) 
1 
A zn = {[bn+l t ( snAwn) + SntWnAbn] Wn_13,o - snbn AwnAwn_B o } 
Wn - 13~ o Wn+ 1- ~o 
1 
_< ---g------- {[bn+l A (snAwn) + snAwnAbn] - snbnAwnAwn_Z,o } 
Wn-~ o 
) snbn <_ -Cbn+lP,o,~ 1 - E rk,~-Z,o + sn Aw,~Abn -g-------Aw,~Aw,~_~, o. 
kE K Wn--~io Wn--B, o 
(31) 
By (21), we have 
>s  2 -- - -  - -  Wn-~'° -- n-~'°Wn-~'o \ Wn-~'o V sn-~'o J 
Also, we have 
s,~AwnAbn 
Wn - l~ o 
It follows from the above and (31), 
i::,0 
Azn <- -ebn+lPi°'n (1 -  E rk'n-~'°) + sn-z~° 4bn 
_ b~ s~Awn 1 • s~ o Ab~ 
Sn-B,o Wn-~,o 2 V bn 
-- keg / 4bn 
(32) 
Summing (32) from n3 + ~io to n, we obtain 
' 4bt j • (33) 
t=n3-[-/~/io 
Letting in (33) n --~ e~ and using (28), we have that z,~ < 0, which contradicts the definition 
of zn. The proof is thus complete. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let (H1)-(H6) hold. If  the difference inequality of neutral type (19) has no 
ultimately positive solution, then every solution of IBVP(17), (3), and (4) is oscillatory in f~ x 
Z+(no). 
5. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Consider the parabolic equation 
A2 Um,n -- ~ Urn,n-1 + Urn,n + 2e -m Um,n-i eu'~,n-~ : qn ~2Urn_ l,n+ l
E qJ'nV2Um--l 'n+l-'r J  ' for m = 1 . . . .  ,M and + 
jEJ 
nEZ +(n0),  (34) 
where i > [(1/2)e M2 - 1] ([.] is the integer function) is an even integer, qn, qj,n, and Vj satisfy 
the hypotheses in Theorem 3.1. 
38 
Since rn = (1/2) < 1, Pm, ,= 1 > 
u 2 
f (u) = ue , f (u ) /u  = e "2 k l=:Cand 
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B, P*, .  = 2e-m2 > B, where B := min{1, 2e-M2},  
f i  1 P.,s = (i +1)  2e -M2 > -~ = 1, 
8=n--i 
we have that every solution of equation (34) is oscillatory by Theorem 3.1. In fact, Um,n = ( -1)nm 
is an oscillatory solution of equation (34). 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Consider the parabolic equation 
n - 1 ~ 1 n 2 - 2n  - 2 
A2 Um,n n Urn,n-l/ + ~ Um,n + 2n(n -- 1) Urn,n-1 = qnV2Um-l,n+l 
4- E qJ"~V2Um-l'n+l-~J ' for m -- 1, . . . ,  M and E Z + (no). 
jEJ  
(35) 
Note that r,~ = (n -  1)/n < 1,f(u) = u (consequently, C = 1),pm,~ = 1/2 > 1/4,pro, n = 
(n 2 - 2n - 2)/2n(n - 1) > 1/4 for sufficiently large n. However, 
[ n 2 -  4n + 1 n_2--2n~2] 
l imc~[2(n -1) (n -2 )  + 2n(n-1)  J =1" 
That is, (5) is false at this time. In fact, equation (35) has a nonoscillatory solution urn,, = mn. 
EXAMPLE 5.3. Consider the hyperbolic equation 
[ ( 1 )1 5n3-18n2+lOn+12 
A2 nA2 um,n + ~Um,,-1 + 3um,,~ + 2(n - 1)n(n + 1)(n + 2) Urn,n-2 
= qnV2Um-l,,+l + Eqj,nV2Um-l,n+l- .r~, (36) 
jEJ  
for m = 1 , . . . ,M  and n E Z+(no). 
It is easy to see that the conditions in Theorem 4.1 are all satisfied. Then every solution of 
equation (36) is oscillatory. In fact, Um,n = ( -1 )nm/n  is an oscillatory solution of equation (36). 
EXAMPLE 5.4. Consider the hyperbolic equation 
A2[nA2(um,n+n-1  ) ]  1 
- -  urn,n-1 + + ml/3(n 1) 4/3 n ~ Um,n - 
n 5 - l l n  4 - 23n 3 - 9n 2 + 8n + 4 2/3 
qj,nV rn - -  1 ,n+l - - ' r i ,  ×  m,n-1 = qnV2 m-',n+l+ 
jEJ 
(37) 
for m = 1 , . . . ,M  and n E Z+(no). 
It is easy for one to see that (18) is false in this time. In fact, equation (37) has a nonoscillatory 
solution Um,n = m/n  2. 
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